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robs himself of his own. He is worse than a
ernment is negligent of its duty; tó sound thé
beast, for no animal will designedly intoxi
alarm, and to show the people they are sleep
BegisLiture.
ing at their posts. It is not necessary to in-J
cate itself; but a drunkard swallows his li
PUÙL1SHÇD ËT
quor, well knowing the condition to which NINETEENTH CONGRESS......... FIRST SESSION. quire how far it Is consistent with the dignity
ot the Senate to allow disrespectful language
JAMES K. REMÏCH,
it will reduce him, and that these draughts
to arranger invited into the Senate. This
will deprive him of the use of his reason,
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
SENATE.
would apply, 1 suppose, to the case of the fa
and render him worse than a beast. By the
FRIDAY, MAY 12.
mous editor of the Boston Centinel. So far
effects of liquor his evil passions and tempers
Thq Several bills yesterday ordered to a from feeling any disposition, when that per
i kscei.ï..&meous
are freed from restraint; and while in a third reading, were passed and sent to the
son or any other person comes here, it is the
state
of
intoxication
he
commits
actions
FROM THE PROVIDENCE JOURNAL.
House of Representatives.
îZmz^oî every Senator to put the stigma of
which when sober ht would have shuddered
réprobation on him, and through him on the
only to have thought of. Many an evil deed
SATURDAY. MAY 13.
Senator who introduced him.
OLD STORIES.
has been done, many a murder has been
Executive Business.—The Senate, on mo
Mr. Lloyd.—Do you apply that personally
In 1747 a man was broke alive on the
committed, when tho^e who did these things tion of Mr. Benton, proceeded to the consid to me ? I introduced Major Rtissell, and I am
wheel at Orleans, for a highway robbery;
were intoxicated.
eration of confidential business, and then ad responsible to the Senate—I am responsible
and not having friends to bury his body,
Tremble then, O Drunkard, reflect before journed.
to you individually^ if you please. I know
when the executioner concluded he was dead,
you put the cup to your lips, remember that
nothing in the character of that gentleman
he gave him to a surgeon, who had him car
you are about to make yourself ready to
that should prevent his being admitted into
MONDAY, MAY 15.
ried to his anatomical theatre as a subject to
commit every crime to which an evil nature
Eleven bills which came from the House this assembly—he was, if he is not at this
lecture on. The thighs, legs-and arms of
no longer checked tan incite you, and that of Representatives, were passed. The bill moment, a . Senator in Massachusetts. I in
this unhappy wretch had been broken, yet
you may awake from this st .te, guilty of of- for a subscription of stock to the Dismal troduced him ; and I repeat 1 am responsible
the surgeon’s coming to examine him he
Canal company, and the bill for the to the Senate, to you individually—I shun no
I
fences against the k. s of your country Swamp
found him reviving, and by the application
increase ot the Navy, were both pas resporisibilitv..
■
sufficient to draw dow-t: !^st vengeance upon gradual
nf proper cordials he was soon brought to
Mr. Randolph.—You shall shun none tô
after a long debate, the former by a vote
your head ; and while T-Ting the punish- sed,
!
me, sir, when you owe it to me.
his speech.
12.
1 21 to 16, the latter by a vote of
ment of youreyilde d •€* Jvfleeting on the of
Air. Lloyd,—1 shall,. because I will shun
The surgeon and his pupils, moved by the
——
harm done, jperhaps io your best friend,
»'none.
sufferings and solicitations of the robber, de
TUESDAY, MAY. 16.
wffat consolation can the remembrance of
Mr. King, of Alabama, called to order.
termined on attempting hw<m’£; but ’ i was
Almost the whole day was occupied in the
your worse than btasily enjoyment give
The President required the Senator call
sc marg’Z' L rteat his two thighs and one of
consideration of the Bill to graduate the price
you
?
his arms were amputated. Notwithstanding
of Public Lands. Mr. Benton spoke in iavor ing to order to reduce thè exceptionable
“All the crimes on the earth do not des of the bill, and Mr- Barton against it; and it words to writing.
this mutilation, and the loss of blood, he re
troy so many of the Human Race, nor al was, finally, laid on the table.
Mr. King said it was not necessary to re
covered, and in this situation, the surgeon,
ienate so much Property, as Drunken
duce the words to writing.
by his own desire, had him conveyed in a
ness.” *
Lord Bacon.
Mr. Randolph.—I should have called to
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17.
cart fifty leagues from Orleans, where, as he
But are there not still stronger argu
The bill for the erection of a Penitentiary order myself.
said he intended to gain his livelihood by
The President.—The gentleman from|Virments against drunkenness than these ? in the District of Columbia was passed to a
begging.
Surely
there are : those already given affect third reading—22 to 11. The bill for increas ginia will take his seat until the Chair de
THE
WONDERFUL
ADVANTAGES
:
His situation was on the road side, close
the body, and reason forbids them ; but you ing pay of captains in the army was laid on cides. The words must be taken down. The
OF DRUNKENNESS.
by a wood, and his deplorable condition ex
Chair directs the Senator irom Alabama to
have an imtnortal, a never-dying soul, and the table—14 to 13.
cited compassion from all who saw him. In
reduce the words to writing.
If you wish to be always thirsty, be a drunkenness will assuredly destroy your soul,
his youth he had served in the army, and he Drunkard ; for the oftener and more you
Mr. King.—I cannot reduce them to wri
THURSDAY, MAY 18.
now passed for a soldier who had lost his drink, the oftener and more thirsty you will and consign you to everlasting misery.
Mr. Holmes rose and said, he thought it 1ting, for the reason assigned. It was only
Hear what the word of God declares :
necessary to check the gentlemen when they
limbs by a cannon shot.
be.
Awake, ye drunkards, and weep. (Joel i. his duty, at this late stage of the session, to ’were giving way "to effervescence of feeling.
A drover returning from market, where
offer a resolution for consideration, not with
If you eeek to prevent your friends raising 5.
The President.—The gentleman from Al
he had been selling his cattle, was solicited you in the world, be a Drunkard ; for that
Who hath wo ? wEb hath sorrow ? who the intention of its being acted on at the pres abama will take his seat.
by the robber for charity, and being moved will defeat all their efforts.
ent session, but at an early period of the next
hath contention ? who hath wounds without
Mr. Randolph.—Am I at liberty to go on ?
by compassion, threw him a piece of silver
If you would effectually counteract your cause ? They that tarry long at the wine, session he should call the attention of the —The disorder consisted in the interruption
Senate to the subject, and seriously impress
‘« Alas 1” said the robber, “ I cannot reach it own attempts to do well, be a Drunkard ;
they that go t-o seek mixed wide. Look not on their consideration its importance. He of me. I allowed it through the comity and
—you see I have neither arms nor legs, (for and you will not be disappointed.
courtesy that ought to be shown to everv
thou upon the wine ; at the last it biteth like
he had concealed his arm, which had been
If you wish to repel the endeavours of the a serpent, and stingeth like an adder. then submitted the following resolutions:
Resolved, That a committee be appointed member on this floor. I allowed it becaüseof
preserved behind his back) “ so for the sake whole human race to raise you to character,
to report such rules and regulations of the the character of the interruption on the part
of heaven, put your charitable donation into credit and prosperity, be a Drunkard ; and (Prov. xxiiE 29—32.)
of the gentleman from Massachusetts. The
Wo unto them that rise up in the morning, Senate as may be expedient—
my pouch.”
you will most assuredly triumph.
1st. To require the President of the Senate words of the gentleman from Massachusetts
that they may follow strong drink, that con
The drover approached him, and as he
If you are determined to be poor, be a tinue until night, till wine inflame them.
to call a member to order, and to decide all cannot be misunderstood ; they cannot be
stooped to reach up the money, the sun shi Drunkard ; and you will soon be ragged
Wo unto them that are mighty to drink questions of order, subject to appeal to the misapprehended—they are technical—they
ning, he saw a shadow on the ground, which and pennyless.
demand no other reply than that I have giv
wine, and men of strength io mingle strong Senate.
caused him to look up, when he perceived
If you wish to starve your family, be a drink: (Isaiah, v. 11, 22.)
2. To make further provision to prevent en to the gentleman, and •Chicli, whén he
. shall be permitted to use that language, to
the arm of the beggar elevated over his head, Drunkard; for that will consume the
The works of the flesh are manifest, which any member from interrupting a member me here, I will give to him, or to any man on
aadhis hand grasping a short iron bar. He means of their support.
are these ; uncleanness, murders, Drunken speaking.
arrested the blow in its descent, and seizing
3. To provide that no member shall in, earth, here or else where.
If you would be imposed on by knaves, be ness, revettings, and such like ; of the which
Mr. Lloyd rose,
dulge in remarks, or in debate, previous to(
the robber, carried him to his cart, into1 a Drunkard ; for that will make their task
I tell you, that they which do such things, submitting a motion or resolution, until sucht
The President asked if the gentleman from
which having thrown him, he drove off to‘ easy.
shall not inherit the kingdom of God. (Gal member shall have read such motion or. Massachusetts made any call to order.
the next town, which was very near, and
If you wish to be robbed, be a Drunkard ; v. 19, 21.
Mr. Lloyd said, No. He wished to inquire
resolution in his place.
brought his prisoner before a magistrate.
which will enable the thief to do it with more
These are awful declarations, ’'mid they
4. To make further provision to prevent whether one Senator had a right to rise and
On searching him a whistle was found in1 safety.
will certainly be fulfilled upon the Drunkard members from speaking indecorously or dis state the conduct of another, without that
his pocket, which naturally induced a suspi
If you wish to blunt your senses, be a who continues to delight in drunkenness; he respectfully of other members.
Senator havinga right to reply instanter ?
cion that he had accomplices in the wood;; Drunkard ; and you will soon be moire stuThe President said he regretted exceed
4. To prohibit any member from charging’
cannot
the love of ( *od, he will nut be
the magistrate therefore instantly ordered a- pid than an ass.
a member of the House of Representatives ingly the occurrence had taken place.
rfecmed
ihUi
heaven
:
—
think
of
these
thing
'’sard to the place where the robber had!
If you would become a fool, be a Drunk and while there is yet time, pray to God to with a crime of offence.
The Chair had no authority but what was
been seized, and they arrived within half an ard ; and you will soon lose your under6. To inquire whether it is proper that a vested in the Chair by the rule of the Senate
enable you to forsake your sin—Remember
hour after the murder -of the droyer had1 standing.
member should charge any officer of the itself. What said the rule of the Senate ? If
God has said ih his word,
a member be called (o order for words spo
been attempted.
If you wish to unfit yourself for rational
Let the w eked forsake his way, and the government with an impeachable offence.
ken, the exceptionable words shad immedi
The guard having concealed themselves intercourse, be a Drunkard ; ..for that will
t
7.
To
inquire
how
far
it
is
consistent
with
unrighteous man his thoughts ; and let him
behind different trees, the whistle was render you wholly unfit for it.
' the dignity of the Senate to allow disrespect ately t)e taken down in writing, that the
return unto the Lord, and he will have merblown, the sound of which was remarkable
If you are resolved to kill yourself, be aL cy upon him ; and to our God, for he will ful language to a stranger invited into the President may be better enabled to judge of
the matter. The chair had no power beyond
Senate.
shrill and loud: and another whistle was Drunkard ; that being a sure inode of des
abundantly pardon. (Isaiah Iv. 7.)
8. To inquire how far, and in what cases it the rules of the Senate. It would stand in
heard from under ground, three men at the truction.
For God. so loved the world, that he gave
the light of a usurper, were it to attempt to
same instant rising over the midst of a bushy
If you would expose both your Jolly and his only-begotten Son, that whosoever be- ought to be permitted to a member to speak exercise such a power; it was too high a
disrespectfully of the dead.
clump of brambles and other dwarf shrubs. secrets, be a Drunkard ; and they will soon
1 lieveth in him should not perish, but have
9. To inquire whether, by the existing power for the Chair.—The Senator calling to
The soldiers fired on them, and they fell. run out, as the liquor runs in.
everlasting life. (John iii. 16.)
rules, a member has a right to retain a paper order must comply. If the Senator from
The bushes were searched, and a descent
If you think you are too strong be a1
May these words be impressed on your or document which he acknowledged to be Massachusetts, or the Senator from Alaba
discovered into a cave. Here were found Drunkard ; and you will soon be subdued
soul, and direct you to that refuge, where in his possession, of a public character, or ma, choose to comply with the rule, the gen
three young girls and a boy. The girls were by so powerful an enemy.
alone is safety ; to th; se paths which alone which he may have read in debate, and tleman from Virginia, would remain in his
kept for the offices of servants; the boy,
If you would get rid of your money with lead to comfort in this world, and happiness whether any further provisions be necessary seat till the words were reduced to writing.
scarce twelve years of age, was son to one of out knowing how, be a Drunkard; and itL in the next.
to obtain such paper or documents, when the If either of the gentlemen declined it, the
the robbers. The girls in giving evidence, will vanish insensibly.
gentleman from Virginia might
might proceed.
Senate may deem it proper.
Mr. Randolph resumed.f. I should have to
deposed, that they had lived near three
If you would have no resource when past
And that the committee report such rules
___ _____
in that
case„; _____
there
years in the cave, had been kept there by labour but a workhouse, be a Drunkard ;
and regulations on any or all of these inquir file a cross bill myself i„
DRESSING HATS BY MACHINERY.
force from the time of their captivity; and you will be unable to provide any.
ies, as, under existing circumstances, may were words I would have reduced to writing ;
words that are technical among men of honhon
A Patent has been granted to Edward be expedient.
that dead bodies were frequently carried in 
If you are determined to expel all comfort
Mr. Randolph moved that they be consid or. It is unnecessary to inquire how far and
to the cave, stripped, and buried ; and that from your house, be a Drunkard ; and you O
1 llerenSHAW of Manchester, Hat Manu
in
what
cases
a
Senator
oug^t
to
be
permitted
facturer, for a method of dressing and finish ered now. The President said, the rule in what cases a Senator ought to be permitted
the old soldier was carried out every dry will soon do it effectually.
ing hats, by means of machinery. To effect was, that when a member offered a resolution, to speak disrespectfully of the dead. I shall
day, and sat by the road side for two or
If you wouldbe always under strong sus- •
take the liberty of speaking disrespectfully
this, the hat is fixed upon a block in the uthree hours.
picioa, be a Drunkard; for, little as yon sual manner; the centre; of the block is fur if he did not desire its consideration, it would of
of Nero,
Nero, Domitian,
Domitian, and
andthe^rest
of the
the host
host
the rest of
lie one day on the table. Mr. Holmes said,
On this evidence the murdering mendi think it, all agree that those who steal from
nished with a screw, by which it may be at he had stated distinctly, he did not know of worthies though they be dead, when I see
cant was condemned to suffer a second exe themselves and families will rob others.
tached to a lathe, it is then made to revolve that he should call them up during the pres fit.
cution on the wheel. As but one arm re
If you would be reduced to the necessity with a slow and continuous motion, making ent session, but that he should urge their con
It is unnecessary to inquire, whether, by
mained, it was to be broke by several of shunning your creditors, be a Drunkard ; about twenty turns in a minute ; the work
sideration at an early period of the ensuing the existing rules, a member has a right to
strokes, in several places, and a coup de and you will soon have reason to prefer the man holds in his left hand, a small cushion
retain a paper or documents* he acknowledg
session.
grace being denied, he lived in torture for by-path’s to the public streets.
covered with plush, which he applies to the
Mr. Randolph said, if it is in order, I should ed to be in his possession, of a public charac
near five days. When dead, his body was
If you would be a dead weight on the com hat on the fur side, whilst the hot iron is like to move some instructions to this com ter, which he may have I’ead in debate, and
burnt to ashes, and strewed before the winds munity, and “ cumber the ground,” be a passed in succession over every part of the mittee, or to a committee, which I;,will try to whether any further proceedings be necessa
ofheaven.
Drunkard ; for that will render you useless, crown. When this is finished the hat is fix read. I move that it is inconsistent with the ry to obtain such paper or documents, when
ed upon a horizontal lathe, where the tip or rights and privileges of the States to vest in the Senate deem it proper. I should have
helpless, burthensome, and expensive.
flat of the hat is dressed in the way before the Vice President, or the President of the taken no notice of this string of resolutions,
If
you
would
be
a
nuisance,
be
a
Drunk

THE CRUEL OFFICER PUNISHED.
described ; it is then removed to a third Senate, the power of calling a member of the but I am compelled to go to Baltimore in the
ard
;
for
the
approach
of
a
Drunkard
is
like
In the reign of queen Anne, a soldier be
spindle, running horizontally, and furnished Senate to order, whether subject to an ap course of the day; the carriage is at the
that
of
a
Dunghill.
longing to a marching regiment which was
with a suitable support to the brim, the top peal to the Senate, or not. I move you, sir, door which is to carry me a wily. It is a mat
If
you
wouldbe
hated
by
your
family
and
quartered inthe city of Worcester, was ta
surface of which is then finished. To com that no further provision is necessary to pre ter of notoriety, and but for my duty here,
friends,
be
a
Drunkard
;
and
you
will
soon
ken up for desertion ; and being tried before
plete the operation, the hat is removed to vent any member from interrupting a mem to be discharged towards the Senate, in rela
be
more
than
disagreeable.
a court martial was sentenced to be shot.
another horizontal lathe, prepared to receive ber speaking, because I never knew it to be tion to the Committee, and the resolution I
If you would be a pest to society, be a the crown, so that the lower part of the brim
The Colonel and lieutenant-colonel being at
done, except in a friendly manner in which | have submitted, I should have been at Baltithat time in London, the command of the Drunkard ; and you will be avoided as in may be turned upwards, it being at the same it has been done between the ’ gentlemanI' more. I shall go there with the leave of the
properly supported by a rim of wood jn a from Kentucky and myself. No further pro- ., Senate ; I shall pursue my course unchangregiment descended in course to the major, fectious.
If you do not wish to have your faults re suitable shape. It is now made to revolve vision is necessary to prevent any memberI; ed ; but I say, sir, there is an insinuation m.
a most cruel and inhuman man.—The day
on which the deserter was to be executed formed, continue to be a Drunkard ; and with abodt half the former velocity ; which of the Senate from indulging in remarks in ji the last resolution, which is rebutted by my
while it presents every part in succession to debate previous to submitting a motion orI1 resolution, and properly rebutted. I say no
being arrived, the regiment, as is usual on you will not care foi; good advice.
If you would smash windows, break the the workman, admits of his drawing the resolution, till such member shall have read such fact exists. I deny it most peremptori
these occasions, was drawn out to see the ex
peace, get your bones broken, tumble under heated iron, from the inner, towards the out such motion or resolution m his place, because ly. ,
ecution.
The resolutions offered by Mr. Randolph
It is the custom on these occasions for the carts and horses, and be locked up in er edge of the brim. Each of these opera such provisions would be inconsistent with
tionsis repeated a second time, when the one of the highest rights of this body, and in having been read, he said, let them lie on the
several corporals to cast lots for this disa watch-houses, be a Drunkard; and it will
dressing is completed.—E?ig. Paper.
troduce into this body a practice, under which table till next session, when I shall say a
greeable office; and when every one ex be strange if you do not succeed.
has crept into other bodies, the rule that a word or two about them.
If you wish all your prospects in life to be
pected to see the lots cast as usual, they
The resolutions were then laid on the tamajority shall have an imprimatur, a veto, on
were surprised, to find that the major had clouded, be a Drunkard ; and they will soon
____
motions in the HoUse. No further provision i ble.
EXTRACT
given orders, that the prisoner should die by be dark enough.
FRIDAY, MAY 19.
is necessary to prevent members speaking
If
you
would
destroy
your
body,
-be
a
GRATITUDE.
—
I
remember
once
that
a
the hands of his own brother, who was only a
A resolution was offered by Mr. Harrison,
indiscreetly or disrespectfully of other mem
Drunkard
;
as
drunkenness
is
the
mother
of
Philadelphia
merchant,
many
years
ago,
private man in the same company ; and who
bers. To sayr any thing further on this sub and passed by a vote of twenty-six to four
whose wealth & importance were only equal
when the cruel order arrived was taking his disease.
ject would be a libel on this body. No fur teen, to prolong the session of Congress until
led
bv
the
goodness
of
his
heart
and
the
.pu

If
you
mean
to
ruin
your
soul,
be
a
leave of his unhappy brother, and with tears
ther provision will be necessary for prevent Thursday next, to enable Congress to dispose
fist flowing, that expressed the anguish of Drunkard ; that you may be excluded from rity of his principles, rescued a Mechanic ing any member from charging a member of of the great mass of pressing business that
from
the
clutches
of
poverty,
and
what
was
his soul, was hanging for tne last time about heaven.
the House of Representatives with crime or must otherwise remain unacted on for the
Finally,.if you are determined to be utter worse in those days, the hands of the Sheriff. offence, for the best of all reasons, that he want of time.
his neck.
The
son
of
the
mechanic
was
young
;
but
old
On his knees did the poor fellow beg that ly destroyed in estate, body, and soul, be a enough to know his father’s benefactor. may be deputed, in his high, solemn, &, sacred
OF REPRESENTATIVES.
he might not have a hand in his brother’s Drunkard; and you will soon know that Many years after this, the merchant fell in duty here, to charge a member of the House
death ; and the poor prisoner, forgetting for it is impossible to adopt a more effectual to difficulties and at a most trying moment, of Representatives, yea even the presi
FRIDAY, MAY 12.
The bill for the relief of James Monroe,
a moment his petitions to heaven, begged to means to accomplish your—END.
when all his former friends had forsaken ding officer of that House, with crime and
offence,
or
any
officer
of
the
government
from
Drunkenness
expels
reason
----drowns
late
President
of
the
United
States, was or
die by any hands but those of a brother.
him, the mechanic’s son, now comparatively
The unrelenting officer, however, could by the memory—defaces beauty— diminishes wealthy,
wealthy. stepped
steDDed forward to his relief. ‘ 1 the highest to the lowest. To prevent that, dered to be engrossed and read a third time
no means be prevailed on to revoke his cru strength—inflames the blood—causes inter am much indebted to you” said the reduced j is to put us prostrate at the footstool of pow tomorrow, after an amendment had been ad
el sentence, though entreated to do so by ev nal, external, and incurable wounds—is a merchant. ‘4 By no means” said the other, er, where some hereafter may be disposed to opted, striking out the allowance of interest'
fly to cover their disgrace. It is unnecessary which embraces a sum larger than the suffi
ery inferior officer of the regiment; but on witch to the senses, a devil to the soul, a “ I have only paid the debt which my father
to inquire whether it is proper to prevent
the contrary, he swofe that he, and he only thief to the purse—the beggar’s companion, contracted at the corner of Chesnut street, that any member should charge any officer reported'in the bill.
SATURDAY. M ZUr 13
should be the executioner, if it were merely the wife’s wo, and children’s sorrow—makes thirty years ago, when I was just old enough in the government with an impeachable* of
Numerous bills on local and private sehfor examples sake, and to make justice ap a strong man weak, and a. wise man a fool. to understand the cause of my poor mother s fence. And why ? Because it becomes necespear more terrible. When much time had He is worse than a beast, and is a self mur tears.” The merchant grasped his hand and | sary for us, when the other branch of the gov- jects were discussed, and acted upon m com
mittees of the whole.
been wasted in fruitless endeavours to soften derer, who drinks to others* good health and burst into a flood of tears.—Al Y. Com. Adv.

Gaiette,

I

.

the rigour of this inhuman sentence, the
prisoner prepares to die, and the brother to
be the executioner.
The major, strict to the maxims of cruel
ty, stands close to see that the piece was
properly loaded, which being done he directs
that the third motion of his cane shall be the
signal of his discharge, at the third motion
receives (instead of the prisoner) the bullet
through his own head. ’
The man had no sooner discharged his
piece, then throwing it on the ground, he ex
claimed
as follows: “ He that can give no
'
nercy, no mercy let him receive. Now I
submit! I had rather die this hour for his
death, than live an hundred years and take
away the life of my brother',” No person
seemed to be sorry for this unexpected piece;
ofjustice on the inhuman major, and the man
being ordered into custody, many gentlemen
present who had been witnesses of the whole
affair joined tolintreat the officers to defer the;
execution of the other brother till the queen’s>
pleasure should be known.
This request being complied with, the:
city
rnb-af ihat very night drew up a ve
ry fTk. g -nd pathetic address to her maj
esty, setting foi th the unparallelled cruelty
of the deceased officer, and humbly entreat
ing her majesty’s pardon foy both the broth
ers.
'The brothers were pardoned and dischar
ged from serving in the army.

States

1^7 '

if
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MONDAY, MAY 15.
Thebill to improve certain harbors, 8cc.
was taken up, acted on in Committee, and
ordered to be engrossed and read a third time
to-morrow.
—
TUESDAY, MAY 16.
The Judiciary Bill was indefinitely post
poned, by a vote of 99 to 89. The bill for the
appointment of a Commissioner of the Rev
enue was then taken up on motion of Mr. M’Lane, of Delaware, and went through Com
mittee of the whole, and was ordered to be
engrossed and read a third time tomorow. At
three o’clock, on motion of Mr. Webster, the
House took a recess until five o’clock.

ir

ment in machinery, lac© is so much reduced
in price, that those who formerly earned 8s.
or 10s. a week, can now earn but 2s. 6d. or
3s. The state of trade in Leicester did not
improve. In one parish alone 1100 families
were living on the small pittances doled out
by the parish.
It was asserted in tke French papers that
the Duke of Wellington had completed his
mission and had left St. Petersburg. The
Duke of Devonshire was afyout taking his
departute from London, in the capacity of
Ambassador Extraordinary, to attend the
coronation of the Emperor Nicholas.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer had an
nounced on the stock exchange his design of
creating new stock, to the amount of eight
millions, at an interest of four per cent, to
withdraw from the market that amount of
exchequer bills.
Mr. Cressett Pelham has moved that Par
liament set in some other place than London.

- MOUNTPL^ASANT, (OHIO,) MAY 6.

SHOCKING ACCIDENT.
The day before yesterday (4th inst.) a
number of trees caught fire, about one mile
from this place, and as the wind was high,
the fire was likely to spread to a considera
ble extent. To stop its progress, Thomas
Getton undertook to cut down one of the
trees; but in the act, a large limb burned off,
and fell upon his head,—his skull was dashed
to pieces, and he instantly expired! He was
but a short distance from the house; and
when our informant (who was but a hundred
yards distant,^arrived at the spot, he beheld
a scene which may be imagined, but of which
words convey no idea :—The shrieks of
agony and despair, uttered by the affectionate
wife, who had arrived at the spot and was
embracing her deceased husband, added to
the perilous situation in which they were
placed, the clothes of both having actually
caught fire, was calculated to inspire those
feelings which the sympathetic heart can
duly appreciate. The deceased has left a
In Frankfort papers of April 7, fresh com tender companion and a large family of chil
mercial failures are announced under the dren, to mourn his untimely end.
Jefferson Gazette.
Berlin date.

LATEST FROM EMGLAHE
London papers to the 19th and Liverpool1
to the 21st of April have been received at:
New-York. The Commercial Advertiser’
of Friday evening furnishes the following;
extracts

mmselfwHh peroic obst-n^« - n

i

Church, but the doors beini ?
i
most of his men killed orbd°rc?<3 Ths W?n
sprung the mine, which destroy^li
and the citadel, ovtrwhelmjl
two thousand Turks in one tremi ?Se!i3 >Ir’ F°rd&
AFFAIRS OF GREECE.
The enemy having now entire n
u thir
We have very important and very dis the hard fought town, we
ise
tressing news from Greece, for the details, 3000 of the brave fellows who had ? 1 Wp°oiri mated
&
of which the reader is referred to the ex well, and after a hard contest
tracts given below. Missolonghi has fallen ! m cutting our way out, leaving
The d^elUl
Her hçroic defendei*s, even her women and session of a heap of ruins, %h ’ th in,s of Cap.
Children, have all perished in the attack of i learned has cost Ibrahim nine
consumed by
the outnumbering and blood thirsty enemy, his best troops in the last attacK lliUhemconten
or in the général slaughter which followed joined General Gouras on the
’Wily wasa
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17.
barI^a
the savag-e triumph of the Turks. The 2,50® men, 150 prisoners, six can?’*
Mr. Floyd, of Virginia, moved a reconsid
friends of humanity, freedom and religion, nine standards taken from the eremv°n? n^bborS‘
eration of the vote by which the Judicial Bill
(says the Liverpool Mercury) when they the last fatal attack. We brought Z
was indefinitely postponed—but the House
refused to suspend the rule which limits the
peruse the following narrative, cannot fail to of bt. Aubyn off with us, which will
time for entertaining motions. Ayes 62,
be impressed with strong emotions of sorrow red to day with military honors tM C£UX of (
noes 81.
.
for the fate of the heroic men who have
thus died in defence of all that is most valu
FRIDAY, MAY 19.
able to civilized man ; and with feelings of
GREAT BRITAIN.
W'Aletter
AThe amendment made by the Senate in
indignation will they reflect that the Chris
1 he accounts from the manufoemF ‘
the bill for the relief of Mr. Monroe, by
tian nations of Europe stand by while this tricts continue to be most gloomy W Sebi°us ?
■which the sum appropriated was raised from
havoc is going on, and offer no friendly aid
The President’s Message t0 tl,' „
Mr$15,000 to somewhat more than $29,000,
Accounts from Antwerp to the 8th April,
AWFUL.
to the oppressed.
•was disagreed to by a vote of 66 to 64.
describe every thing in a very dull state.
Representatives, on the subject
ensa^arocl
A Mr. Moses Snyder, a resident of Dry
FALL OF MISSOLOJfGHL
ama Mission, appears in the L0£ei*
Several private bills, received from the Sugars were rather improving.
den, was burnt to death, on Saturday week,
The heroic defenders of Missolonghi have
Senate, were then, taken up acted on in
of the 17th April.
ifhatitbecam
Advices from Naples to the 24th March in the saw-mill of Capt. G. D. Robinson of
Committee, and ordered to a third reading.
ceased to live J Reduced to 1,400 men, who
were chiefly commercial; every kind of that town. The Salem Post states that on
I" tl>e House of Commons on the JI fragment oí o
were
reduced
to
four
ounces
of
biscuit,
they
the 30th ult. the house, of Joseph Newell, in
trade was dull.
Mr. Hume, m presenting a petition t ’ ¿UidthatWhitehall, three miles south of that village, saw, till the 17thj of February, the storm man imprisoned for a crnXp?
Letters from Marseilles of the 1st of April,
• state.—Pen(gathering
which
was
to
swallow
them
up
;
was consumed by fire, and that 2 young men,
state that there was a complete stagnation aged 14 and 18 years, perished in the names. he Egyptians, directed by Europeans, a- made a most violent attack upon tL?'1
LATESF FROM EMGLAMD.
Chancellor ; whose court he denou-».*' [ The N. Y.
in the article of Sugar.
mong whom there were unhappily so ne
London papers to the 181 h of April were
curse,
and his Lordship himself a 2? j Captain8 froi
EIRES^AT-yvekve. or fourteen houses were Frenchmen» having at that timrç completed .the country.
1 * CUlseij E arbitration al
recently destroyed at Pittsburgh, and three the pontoons, by means of which they were
loadofrespo
furnish reports' of a WAR BETWEEN
Lord Byron for the first time tontv
to have been one of even greater inertness valuable horses perished in the flames.------ to cross the shallows to attack Missolonghi
The N.Yc
RUSSIA AND TURKEY. The King of
m
the
House
of
Lords
on
the
lot?
“
”
than the week preceding.
Nearly all the out buildings on the farm of on
’ the side of Mavri Aliki, at which point ‘
1 poses that th
England had been so far restored to health
Six pilots belonging to Liverpool, were Mr. Ringgold, of Kent county, Md. and a ¡here were no fortifications, because the la ucsessor of his immortal kinsman. ’ 1,1 ¿United State
as to attend divine service. We copy from
defended the town on that side. On
quantity of grain were consumed a short goon
I
The collection made by the ladfe’,p,. to celebrate
the papers the most important articles they drowned by the upsetting of the punt in which
time since ; the fire was occasioned by suffer- nie
!
18th the enemy examined the ground, ’
,ryof Amern
contain :
Post. Gaz. ' »hey were attempting to go bn board their ing some children to carry coals into one of And the Turkish fleet having re-appeared at 1
of their best
pilot boat lying in*Hoylake, in a heavy surf.
[From the London Traueller of Afrit 18.]
the buildings.
¿ston for t
Procopanistos, at the entrance of Missolong
London. City 12 o’cZocL—The letters
The din of warlike preparations sounds in
Steam Boat
hi, there was every reason to expect an atFrom
the
Baltimore
Gazette^
May
16
’ Mr. Madisoi
the North ; all the accounts to day wear a received this morning, from Manchester and
BANKRUPT BILL.
r
empt
to
storm.
From
that
day
every
indi
from the Pacific^- By the
hostile aspect. The Czar seems resolved its vicinity, we regret excessively to state.
It will be a matter of deep regret to no in vidual prepared himself for death ; ami from Shy lock,late
Captain Minot, in twenty days 5
Mrs. Rebi
on war, and is arraying his immense strength • bring intelligence of the re-appearance of considerable portion of our readers, to learn the 19th to the 21st February all the Chris- Chagres> we have received our reeZ ?
of Carlisle, I
naval and military, for the assault on the distress ; and it is said that no fewer than
■
ians
celebrated
their
obsequies.
The
Bish

ultimo, drop
sinking empire of the Ottomans. Admiral between 40 and 50,000 persons are again that the bankrupt bill has, on motion of Mr. op Joseph administered the sacrament to
I 'WlUiaurUl"'
with an app<
Tlw.T'1, •
/*
Gr^gh, who commands in chief the fleets rhrown out of employment, and many almost Hayne, who reported it, been laid on the ta them, and the service for the dead having
i ne Liberator Bolivar, returned to Li J a few minut
of Russia, has been ordered to St. Peters in a satate of starvation. The want of orders ble for the present session. From the color been recited, every one repaired to his post. fFon
J Upper Peru and entered the Canits "d
burg to report the condition of the naval for by the inanufaciurers, h the cause assigned ing given to the matter in the annexed ex
From the 22d to the 25th ail was tranquil the 10th of February, when great rEj The Pads
ces, and prepare for hostilities in the Black for this unfortunate r^-rence of that dig tracts, it would appear that th< threats of in the camp of Lbraham, and the enemy be took place. It is thought that he wiiu2‘ York to Po
Sea. The possession ofOczakow, Cherson, ress, which we Mad hdpecl was in a great
gan in the night to place h s pontoons. Two visit the Upper Provinces to consolidate? ’ Vineyard he
Mr. Randolph have not been without avail.
and other ports gives Russia an immense ad measure alleviated.
hours after sun rise the European engineers governments previously to his return to 2 thatharbou
Bos. Pat.
The Market opened this morning with a
vantage now. The armies of Sacken and
*ad succeeded in approaching within 100 lornbia, and of course will not meet the
Wittgenstein, in Bessarabia, are said also to very
unfavorable appearance;—Consols Extract of a letter to the Editor of the Phil- toises of the town and shouts announced the
Punama for some time1 OnThurs
ad.
Press,
dated
be in motion. The Prussian hordes are commenced at 78 '3-4 7 8 for the Account ,
I he General Congress had not opened ih sion house c
attack. Two lines of pontoonsending at the
fonTS
at
»
P
?
nam
^
bat
most
of
the
deX
“ WASHINGTON CITY, MAY 4.
concentrating for the march, and taking up a slight improvement has taken place, and
land, togetl
same point joined, the cannon of the Chris
“ John Randolph swore by his God yester tians began to roar, the firing of the musket from South American States had arrived J’ new barn w
advanced positions in front of the Pruth they may now be quoted at 79
day,
th^t
if
they
passed
the
B
ankrupt
B
ill
much anxmty was manifested to know J
The Principalities will probably be the firs’
he would vote against Gen. Jackson for Pres ry commenced, and at eleven o’clock, two er the United States would send Comm ,
CC
object of attack. The numerous corps of
pontoons having been destroyed, the barbari si oners..
ïviÂïB
ident
:
and
to
day,
Mr.
Hayne,
the
Reporter
A resoli
cavalry, ton, have been reinforced, and the
ans retired in disorder. Acclamations and
of
the
Bill,
frightened
by
Randolph
’
s
remark,
The frigate United States had just saM House of 1
Hetman Joauovaiski, old Platoff’s successor,
FRANKFORT, KEN. APRIL 26.
sacrificed the bill by abandoning it. O, cries of joy announced to the inhabitants of from Callao for Valparaiso. TheJ U State Secretary o
was about to join Bassani’s corps, and put
ship Peacock remained at Callao; PU1^'
Temporal! O, Mores!! The interests of Missolonghi the triumph of the Cross.
CONVICTION
FOR
MURDER.
of Com. 0.
his Calmucs and Bashkirs in motion on the
1 he26ih of Feb. Ibrahim» haying united all 2:miSthXcfihe Peacock died at CaM island of Ti
Samuel C. Sugg has been convicted of the the whole commercial community sacrificed
first trumpet sounding,
his
forces
made
a
second
attack
but
without
to
the
threats
of
an
Ishmaelite.
U.States, a
The Duke of Wellington is said to have murder of Elijah Walton, in Henderson
success. On the 2d of March, in a third at grFveHH0^"
°n
*
From the Alexandria Gazette.
urged every argument against that tremen county. Walton was taken from his house
tack,
the
barbarians
made
themselves
mas

Mr. Randolph’s threat has actually given
Letters fi
dous war, but in vain. No diplomacy could tied to a tree, dreadfully whipped, and had the Bankrupt Bill its quietus, for the present ters of the head of the causeway» and from
Flour at Lima was dull, at $8 1-2 to $9, ]
his throat cut Eight or nine persons were
have been
avert the storm, which seems ready to burst implicated. Some escaped, several have session. Alarmed at the awful consequence that moment, the pontoons having been uni
states that'
on Eastern Europe, in unmitigated fury.
been acquitted, one hung himself in Jail and or offending so valuable an instrument of ted at that point, the destruction of the Chris
U. S. SENATORS.
ed from thi
The St. Petersburg Gazette of March 28, one is now condemned to death. Applica their reckless ambition, the partisans of Mr. tians, who had only 427 aole to fight, was
The following will show when the terms I ing Mr. W:
gives an account of the closing funeral cer tion has been made to the Governor for a Calhoun have yielded to necessity and mo considered inevitable ; yet no thought of surfor which all the Senators in the pre« the Centra]
emonies of Alexander in that city. The pardon, backed by the petition of more than ved to lay their own bill on the table. The lender entered any body’s mind, 8c no mouth
also, that tl
crowd in the streets as well a^in the Cathe a hundred persons ; but the chief magistrate manner in which Mr* Hayne surrendered pronounced the word, capitulation : every Congress were appointed, will expire.
In 18 27.--Messrs. Holmes, Mills,
* both preva
dral was immense. The balconies and win thought it a case in which the power of par was ingenious and specious, but the motive
one seemed only to think of selling his lift Edwards of Con. Van Buren. M’lllvak several of t
dows of most of the houses were hung with doning ought not to be exercised.
was so contemptibly degrading that even Mr.
At len£th»on the 8th of March, (20th Findlay, Clayton, Smith, Randolph, Eaton
Randolph
himself
seemed
to
pity
him.
Will
black, and even the roofs of some in like
of March, new style,) the last hour of the Ruggles, Noble, Reed, Benton, Seymour,
such
men
ever
again
have
the
effrontery
to
manner. The Emperor followed the hearse
Christians sounded.----- At ten o’clock the
. WASHINGTON, MAY 15, 1826.
1828.—Messrs. Chandler, Bell, LW.;
on foot, attended by the Grand Duke Mi
lhe session of Congress now draws to prate about corruption ; We heard of the ar I ui ka had taken Missolonghi by storm, tht Knight, Dickerson, Tazewell, Van Dyke
chael, the Prince of Orange, Prince William wards a close, one week only remaining for rangement at eleven in the morning, and wit Bishop Joseph had been burnt by a slow fire,
Branch, Hayne, Cobb, Johnson, of Ky,White 1
of Prussia, &c. The inhabitants heard (says the despatch of the mass of business lying on nessed its consummation at five in the even all the men had been put to the sword, and
Johnson, of Lou. Williams, Thomas, King. ’
—-.
the Gazette) with a sensation that it is im the tables of both Houses. During the last ing.
In 1831.—Messrs. Woodbury, Wilk
A man in Ohio recently hung himsef, ap the number of corpses of drowned women
possible to describe, the discharge of the ar week, both Houses have been laboriously and
Chase, Sandford, Marks, Chambers, fieri ■
parently because he received some trifling and children chocked up the lagoons.
tillery, and the three volleys fired by the successfully employed ; many bills, of great
The fatal assault on Missolonghi, it ap ^?*,Kowan* Harrison, Hendricks, Kane,;
affront at his brother’s wedding.
troops, announcing that the earth had re importance to individuals, having passed one
pears, was made by a force of 20,000 men, rickens, Barton, Macon, Harper, Bouligny, I
An
application
has
been
made
to
govern

or
the
other
House,
and
some
of
them
both
ceived into her bosom the remains of him.
185 cannons, and 48 mortars. The majority
Rorfoik Herald. |
who, when living, was the noblest of her Houses. The present Congress will have de ment for the loan of a chain cable of the larg of the garrison was Killed, and the place in
est
size
for
the
purpose
of
assisting
in
the
served
great
credit,
in
our
opinion,
if
it
may
sons.
ruins before it surrendered. The Governor
be said, after the termination of the session, raising of the brig Somers on York ledge.
A gentleman from Washington states
MARR1
J he Greek's.—The fall of Missolonghi. that every bill of a private nature (by which
of the citadel blew it up with 2,000 Turks. on the authority of Mr. Timms, that John day eveni
and the Al ASS A ORE of the Greeks who is meant bills for the relief of individuals) has
The writer of the letter of which this is an Randolph, during the delivery of one of his Capt. Jacc
had defended it, are confidently asserted in been acted upon. The number of these bills
extract, was one of 3,000 who fought their late infamous speeches, drank six bottles of Hannah (
the Paris Papers, though no official intelli which have passed the House of Represen
way out of the garrison—Upwards of 4,000 porter, two glasses of gin and one of brandy.
In Portl;
gence is given.
tatives within a few days, is so great, howev
SATOHBAST, MAT 27,1826. Greeks were destroyed.
Miss Nam
,«
The account of the fall of Misslonghi had er, and the remaining space of the Session so
From the London Courier of Afrd 19.
The Western Times, published at PortsIn Boot
been received in London through many chan-, brief, some apprehension is expressed that
Further effects of the late Gala
Missolonghi.—We copy the following mouth. Ohio, says that on Friday the 2§th , Capt. Jaso
■ they cannot be all acted upon by the Senate.
Dels, and appears to have been believed.
In Wells, we understand that the great trom a Morning paper, where it is described ult. that country was visited by the most vi [RoriAy
t0 be regretted’but perhaps inIn private letters from Trieste, bearing evitable11
Elm, situated about one and a half miles from as “ an authentic letter from an English Co olent storm ever experienced in the West. per ackno
date the 28th of March, the arrival of a
The subject, which has, at this session, the sea» was blown down in the gale of lonel, who was one of the brave defenders Of Its course was down the Ohio, but how far loaf of w
Greek fleet of sixty ships of war at Missoabove noti
longhi is mentioned.
Letters from Paris occupied most of the time of the House of the 17th inst.—Said tree has long been noted the place,” and with a copy of which the pa it extended, had not been ascertained.
Representatives. in Debate, it seems to be
eral
buildings
were
injured,
and
a
number
per
had
been
favoured
by
the
gentleman
to
state, that the French and English /Ambas
S ’J1U nOt?e rePr°duced by the com as a land mark for vessels entering Wells whom it was addressed.
of cattle killed. Fences were carried away
sadors, at Constantinople, have received inharbor, and measured twenty-seven feet and
by the violence of the wind, orchards torn j
sti uctions to demand an immediate arrange mittee of four and twenty members, to which four inches in circumference, „making the
“
S
t. Anne’s, nefir Lepanto, March 14.
it is committed. The Constitution, there
up, and forests rended in a manner that has
ment between the Turks and Greeks.
Missolonghi
has
fallen.
That
heroic
city,
fore, will remain intact for this year. The diameter something over nine feet ; and was
seldom been witnessed The roads along the!
which
for
eighteen
months
had
defeated
the
bill for the relief of the surviving officers, &c.
ENGLAND.
river have been rendered quite impassable
The accounts of commercial embarrass of the Revolutionary Army, will lie over, by forty feet fyom the foot to a crotch, from power of the Infidels and repulsed 82 attacks,
by the falling of timber.
AC F. Gaz.
thence
it
was
twenty
feet
to
the.first
limb
was taken by storm on the 10th. Roor St.
ments and private distresses—the inevitable the consent of its friends, till the next ses
result of those embarrassments,—are indeed sion ; when, however, we understand, they running to the height of »ixty feet s from the Aubyn fell on the occasion, but he died no
SOMETHING ffEW.
% expect to succeed. The Massa bottom before it had any limbs, when it ex bly. On the 8th, while we were rejoicing
Ihelancholly. Letters received in London on
It is said that Mr. Maffit, of Dover, N.H.
the 18th, from Manchester, carried intelli chusetts Claim is one of the subjects which, panded to an immense size—The exact for our late victory, Ibrahim having been n°tlong since recommended in one of his
reinforced by 7000 troops, arrived before the
gence of the re-appearance of distress in that for want of time, will also He over to the next
height of the tree could not be accurately ob place and again summoned us to surrender, public discourses to the young gentlemen,1®
DIEDplace. Between 40 and 50,000 persons were session.—I he Bill of the Senate respectinc;
spend more of their time in the
discriminating
duties
on
imports,
was,
on®
wife of 01
tained as the top was inuch broken, but was promising favorable conditions, which being the young ladies. Whether these yown?
out of employ, and many almost in a state of
Saturday ordered to lie on the table : such t
Sarah L:
computed to be up wards of one hundred feet refused, a sharp affair took place, the result sisters had made complaint of the absence
Starvation. The want of orders by the man
vote, in that body, taken by Yeas and Nays
tiefield.
of which was that he fell back, having lost or the gentlemen to their Pastor, we know
ufacturers was assigned as the cause of the
—
Thus
has
the
pride
of
the
forests
of
Wells,
In Ken
is equivalent to a vote of rejection.
unfortunate recurrence of these distressing ini1reJ^Cla7uiUyet hanSs in suspense which reared its branches far above all oth 700, killed, 200 wounded, 400 prisoners, 4 not.—Oxford Observer.
Day, age
pieces of cannon and two standards. Oa
events. Unexampled miseryi’eigned among in the House of Representatives. If the bill
/t Ne1
ers fallen, and lies prostrate on that ground the 9th he returned with 20,000, men, and a
Eagle and Derby Banks.-THc Legri
the wretched manufacturers at Blackburn frdnrf’ * ?Vlil be
a difference among its
Kennebui
which
for
rpore
than
one
hundred
years
it
formidable train of artillery, surrounding the lature of Connecticut have appointed a com
— I housands & tens of thousands were with fi iends-~a large majority of the House being
he was ki
mittee to unravel as far as possible the mys>
sheltered from the scorching suns of sum town on all sides.
bill o^ has
,
out sustenance or bread. Whole families in the Zject ln &VOr °fiaSsinS
InBldd
thav district were dying of want. The moan
We had only 7,000 men to oppose to him, tenous management of these two banks.
Lydia I
mer, and defended from the bleak winds of
She was;
of famine met the agonized ear from famish
There are many bills of considerable con- "winter thus has the mariner been deprived and those worn out with fatigue, but all re
Col. Abert, of the Engineers, arrived at
and poss
ed fathers and starving children.—It ap sequence yet on the tables of both Houses solved to conquer or.die. In the evening we
of
a
land
mark
and
guide
to
his
destined
port
number c
pears from the proceedings of a public meet but much may be done within the six busireceived the Sacrament in the church of St Portland last Saturday.—His corps will be or
Baptist c
ing, held on the 7th, in the Sessions House of weh?H,a„ynbeforethem> With the disposition and the bosom of his expectant family.; and Sophia, and marched to our post from which ganized without delay, and a survey first
of her fai
thus shall man, however strong and exalted few returned. At 12 o’clock the enemy made of the Casco canal route. This opera
Blackburn, and detailed in a respectable which now appears to pervade both bodies.
tion will consume but little time; and he
Drowi
above his fellow, be swept from the earth by ipened a tremendous fire from 185 cannons may be expected at this place next week, to
government paper, that, Br nine weeks pre
Kidder, c
vious about fourteen thousand had been fed
the whirlwind of pestilence and the arrow and 48 mortars, which continued, without commence the survey of the route of the Ken
yent intc
by public charity. That whole families had ■ IVT r>
i , , . „ALEXANDRIA, MAY 19.
for Rr,i?and0 phileft Washington yesterday of death, apdhjs towering greatness no more intermission, till 10 o’clock next morning, nebec and Androscoggin Canal.—The friends
ing—whi
been found by the visiters without food mo
when the walls became a heap of ruins. of the latter, it is expected, will make pre
to swim,
iT01gt^hence he will immediately
The enemy then vigorously attacked us in paration to give such assistance as may be reney,or work, and that the most heart-rend t ™ Ka-rk for E?Sland- It is said in Washing be seen among us.
yond his
four directions, and after two hours fighting, required in prosecution of the survey.
ingscenes of distress were daily witnessed. ton his excessive rude conduct to Mr. Lloyd
Mr. K. n
To
our
friend
of
thé
Salem
Gazette,
we
1 he t oil of misery was still increasing, with
forced
their
way
into
town.
The
conflict
Massachusetts, drew a challenge from
bottom a
—— Gardiner Chron.^
InsweT?
man
’
WhXh
Mr
*
Randolph
did
not
out any immediate prospect of employment
A man, by the name of Stuart, died is
would observe, that we have not as yet ascer was now ragingin the most deadly form,
ter, but 1:
to the sufferers, and the committee implore
the - seco
tained the fate of the horse from which the rhe streets were chocked with the dead and this town on the evening of last Wednesday,
the aid of the benevolent to assuage theoverturned;
wounded, whilst the blood was running from the effects of the excessive heat on that
man was blown, or what became of his tail
day.
ft'
rescue h
powermg want and stop the cries of famine.
m streams. The slaughter of the Turks
BALTIMORE, MAY 19.
or the bridle (if he had any)
his tail was excessive, as every house was a com
a blood v
In the village of Bullock Smithy, there are
Air. Randolph arrived here. vesterdav
ensued.
582 weavers, 459 are,totally out of employ ,ternoon, just before 5 o’clock, ¿nd departed was blown in, and the bridle blown away.
SUICIDE.
plete fortress, and the ground disputed at
Mr. James Costellosv, of this town, com ; them, bu
ment ; many large families being entirely W» v fstea™boat f°‘- Pliiiadelpbia
the point of the bayonet, inch by inch. Our
I
AtWl
he enSaF;d
hacksPto bring tpiT f^îew?T-ia Gazettc’private let gallant French volunteers did wonders. mitted suicide, on Tuesday morning last, by
bvihn< *nt °ai * ve^ ^adequate allowance him ml”®
shooting himself with a musket. Mr.C.
i ?s,?s'
aViS
toPrevent their starving. mUes iheñd Pl'°(tieeded e?l’rely empty a few ters horn Washington, mention that there I hree times headed by our brave & lamented
Beverly,
At New-Church, the parish relief for Den mnqs ahead of the one m which he rode f^tS^?Senei’al sen?ment of indignation at St. Aqbyn, they charged and drove back the was an industrious man, and possessed some
Drowr
sons out of work varies from 9d to Is. 3d. a his c“hOn.:lnJ'!ld..'lir7 hat’ drawn close over the outrageous attack made by Mr Randolph enemy with great loss, taking a number of property. 1 he inducement to commit this
rash act, it is supposed, arose from a constitu- ' °nThur
week. The farmers complain daily of this
_ Aos, a shoit white flannel coat huff upon a gentleman so distinguished for his um- prisoners; bui in making a fourth and des tqmal despondency of mind, which rendered
[ $ York
distress and say they cannot pay their rent. bootTS
Panfajoons, yellow top ioiTii propriety of conduct as Mr. Lloyd perate attack, our gallant St. Aubyn was shot him unable to bear with fortitude a slight
| Trafton,
The stagnation m the lace trade is said to be boots (awl spurs, which, with bis peculiar f Massachusetts.” The National Journal m the breast, and died in my arms, begginv embarrassment of his finances. Suspicions < ’»gvery
beyond all precedent. From the improve- toi m and phiz, exhibited one of the most sin
re.marks that Air. R. in levelling at me with his last breath to die rather than of his intention had been for some time enter
ter, and
gular aiM ridiculous figures imaginable.
U-at an individual too elevated yield.
F the sail,
tained,
in
consequence
of
intimations
mado
to be reaehedby his shot.
y. Ga^
I 8Wept h
th the mean time the Governor o’çfended by him in conversation with his friends. t
Gardiner Chronicle»
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some time,
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s would send Commi
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med at Callao; pure
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FIRES. . *
1 from his brother-ih-laW, James Allen, to res' The tavern house, and out buildings of Mr.. cue him from a watery grave, proved in vain.
Bangs, of Canaan, were destroyed by fire, on He has left a wife and one child to lament
Friday night last. Among the sufferers is1 the loss of a beloved husband and indulgent
Mr. Fordyce Hills of this place ; who lost a parent. May God who is a guide to the wid
horse, waggon, a large quantity of combs, ow and fatherless children, teach them the
and about thirty dollars in cash. Mr. Hills’ uncertain tenor by which they hold all earth
whole loss is estimated at $300.—-It is said the ly comforts, and direct their views to that
fire originated in ashes set away in a wooden brighter world, where there is fulness of
bow.
joy ; and at His right hand, pleasures forev
The dwelling house, barn, and out build ermore.
FV*. H. Gaz.
ings of Capt. Joel Pratt, of Foxcroft, were
At Portland, Mr. Nathaniel Mason, of
consumed by fire on Sunday last, with all Westbrook, aged 40—a victim to the impru
their contents excepting a small trunk. The dent drinking of cold water.
Family was at meeting. The fire caught in
A man died in Philadelphia, on Monday,
the barnyard from fire set by one of thé from drinking cold water at a pump.
neighbors.
Bangor Gaz.
At Quebec, Me. FrancisMorang, aged 100.
———
He was in the battle at Quebec between
From Washington.
Montcalm and Wolfe.
Counterfieters.—Five dollar bills of
In Litchfield, on the 9th inst. John Earl,
the Bank of Geneva are in circulation so ac aged 53. He was iif the service of his coun
curately executed as to render detection dif try on board the Constitution for a considera
ficult by the best judges. They are of the ble time,—was taken prisoner by the Alger
letter A.
ines, and retained as a slave about four years.
In South-Beawick, James Grant, aged 90.
Serious Fracus.—A Mr. Perkins and
Mr. Nathaniel Garland, of Harmony, were
engaged in a quarrel last week, when the
former struck the latter on the head with a
piece of board and fractured the skull, so
that it became necessary to remove a large
fragment of bone leaving the brain bare. It
WSWS
is said that Mr. Garland is in a dangerous SHIP I
state.—Penobscot Gaz.
The N. Y. Mercantile Advertiser cautions
Captains from submitting salvage cases to
arbitration at Key West, as incurring a heavy
load of responsibility. -----The N. York Commercial Advertise!’ pto?oses that the surviving Ex-Presidents of the
Jnited States should be invited to that city
to celebrate the approaching 50th anniversa
ry of American Independence, and that one
of their best Steam Boats should be sent to
Boston for Ex-President A^ams, and other
Steam Boats to Virginia, for Mr. Jefferson,
Mr. Madison and Mr. Monroe.
Mrs. Rebecca M’Clure, a respectable lady
of Carlisle, Penn, whilst at church, on the 23d
ultimo, dropped down in her pew, supposed
with an appoplectic fit, and was a corpse in
a few minutes.

The Packet Schooner Nelson, from NewYork to Portsmouth, which sunk near the
Vineyard has been raised, and carried into
that harbour.
On Thursday evening last the elegant man
sion house of the late Dr. March in Green
land, together with all the furniture and a
new barn were consumed by fire.

COMMODORE PERRY.
A resolution has been adopted by the
House of Representatives, instructing the
Secretary of the Navy to cause the remains
of Com. O. H. Perry to be removed from the
island of Trinidad, in a ppblic vessel of the
U. States, and conveyed to Newport, R. I.
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Letters from Havana, of the 11th April,
have been received in Washington, which
states that on that day the John Adams sail
ed from that place, for the purpose of land
ing Mr. Williams, our Charge d’Affairs to
the Central Republic. We regret to learn,
also, that the small pox and varioloid were
both prevailing to a great extent on board
several of the vessels in our squadron.
AC Y. Gaz.

HYAXCDrSA^

MARKET SQUARE,

Notice^

1HIS is to give notice to Mr. Daniel
HAS just received and offers for sale a Va
Hodsdon, that we have had considera
ble blame attached tons on account of infa
riety of GOODS cheap for Cash, Bar
ter or approved Credit. Among this Variety mous lies relative to our selling him Ardent
may be found the following articles, viz :—
Spirits, we therefore, hereby desire said Hods
don not to call at our si .«re in future for any
Blue, Black, and Olive col’d Broadcloths,
kind of ardent spirits bn any account whatever.
Red, Yellow and White Flannels,
JOHN OSBORN, & Co.
Bombazetts, Denmark Sattin,
May 77.__________
Wilmington Stripe, Blue Derry,
Black Circassian,
Sale of Land.
Light, Fancy, Shaded, and Mourning Prints, Fo the Inhabitants of the town of
OURSUANT
to authority from the Su«
Plate Furniture, Brown and Black Linen,
Kennebunk.
White and Colored Cambric,
_ preme Judicial Court of the State of
OU are hereby notified to bring all your
Leno, Nett, and Book Muslins, Vestings,
Weights, Beams, and Measures of every Maine, I hèreby give notice that I shall sell at
Public
Auction in Wells, at the store of Wal
Shawls, Twill’d and fig’d Cravats,
description required to be sealed, to the sub

Bandanna, Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs.
scriber at his stofe in Kennebunk, he having ter Littlefield, on Wednesday the 14th day of
Madras do, Pocket do.,
been appointed Sealer of Weights and Meas June, A. D. 1826, at two o’clock P. M. all
Men’s Beaver Gloves, Tapes, Fans,
ures for said town. Those between Maj. Tim the right, title and interest which Mary Anri
Sewing Silk, Twist, Thread,
othy Frost’s and the Wells line, to the west Littlefield and Sarah ¿ittlefield, (minors and
Worsted, Woollen and Cotton Hose,.
ward, on the second Monday in June next ; children of Joshua Littlefield 4th, late of said
those
between T. Frost’s store and the sea, on Wells) have in the following parcels of Land
Factory Goods.
lying m Wells aforesaid, to wit.
Brown and Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings, Wednesday the 14th of June next; and all
A certain tract of land containing about 32
other parts of the town on Friday the 16th day
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks, Stripes,
of June next.—Those who neglect, must ex acres more or less, bounded as follows—Begin
Warp Yarns from 7 to 12.
ning at the road at Reed’s Brook, so called—
pect to be dealt with as the law directs.
thence running northwesterly to a certain riv
SAMUEL RO?S.
er, and bounded soetherly by land owned by
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
Knives and Forks, Butts and Screws,
the heirs of Eben Littlefield, late of said Wells,
May
27»
1826.
Brass Buttons, Table and Tea Spoons,
and northerly by Samuel and John Hill’s land
Trunk, Chest and Pad Locks,
—-being the same that was formerly owned by
By
Authority
of
the
State
of
Maine.
Brass and Wood Faucets, Shoe Brushes,
Samuel Curtis.
Coffee mills, Hammers, Curry Combs,
A IsoK a certain piece of land lying at the
KENNEBUNK, MAY <21.
Iron Squares, Rules, Plane Irons, Augers,
neck, so called, and containing two acres and
Files, Gimlets, Dpor Bolts* Priming Wires,
three rods, being the same which the said
memoranda.
Flints, Bread, Shoe, Jack and Pen Knives,
Joshua Littlefield purchased of Pelatiah Little
Saco, May 20,—Ar. schs. Mary Jane,
CLASS No. EIGHT.
Scissors. Iron, Brass, Steel top, and Silver
field, Jun. bounded by the road leading to the
Plummer, New York,; Independence, Black
Thimbles,
ington, Jameston; 22d. schs. Yorick, Johnson,
beach, by John -md Clement Littlefield’s land,
Boston ; Phaeton, Emery1, do ; 20, cleared, Snuff Boxes, Glass and Sand Paper;
and by salt marsh«
sch. Volga, Cole, for Martinico ; sloop Eli Fish Hooks, Lines, Wire,
1
prize
^10,000
Also, about two acres of land lying at said
Block tin Tea pots, Dividers,
za-Ann, Gaines, for Barbadoes.
1 prize of
$5000
is $5000 Neck on long point, so called, being the same
Portsmouth, May 2^—Ar. brig Eliza Carpenters’ Compasses, Knitting pins,
was devised to the said Joshua Littlefield
3 a of
1000
3000 that
is
beth, Lane, from Trinity, Martinique ; cl’d Beads, Bellows,
by his father in his last will and testament—’
5 a of
sch. Success, Frisbee, for Port-au-Prince; 4d, 6d, 8d, lOd, and 20d, Cut Nails,
500
is
2500 and joins land of Josias Littlefield, and the
John, Gilman, Saco; 22d, cleared, brig Mar Pump and Clapper do., Hoes, Shovels,
9 Ci of
200
1800 widow Hannah Eldridge’s thirds.
is
tha & Jane, Foss, for Demerara.
Scythes,(Jno. Farwell & Co.)
1 a of
380
380 Also, the following parcels of land lying at
is
Boston, May 18,—Ar. brig Eunice, Ste Scythe Sneaths, &c.
or near Maryland ridge, so called, being a
36 Cl of
phenson, Turks Island, 16; 20, sloop Mary,
100
is
3600
Crockery
Glass Ware*
part of the homestead of Capt. James Little
Perkins, Kennebunk.
36 Cl of
50
is
1800
field late of said Wells, and by him devised to
New York, May 20 & 21,—Ar. schs. Hi Blue printed, Enamel’d and C. C. Plates
u
468
of
10
is
4680
do.
Tea Setts,
his son Joshua Littlefield 4th, to wit—About
ram, Biddeford, Me. 10; Olive, Saco; Com. do.
3780 Cl of
5
is 18900 sixty acres, more or less, formerly owned by
Perry, Harrington, Me. 14; John, Lary, from Enamel’d Cups and Saucers, C. C.do ,
Blue printed and Enamel’d qt. pt. and half
------ , Me.; Ossipee, Saco, 10.
The tickets in this Lottery are formed by the heirs of Caleb Kimball, deceased —bound
pt. Bowls,
Alexandria, D. C. May 19,—Sailed,
the different ternary combinations that can be ed easterly by James Littlefield’s land—west
brigs Maine, Mason, Boston and Saco ; Vo Pitchers, Mugs, Decanters, Wines,
made of forty-two numbers, from 1 to 4 in erly by the town road and Joshua Gray’s land,
lant, Stone, Barbadoes.
Tumblers, &c. Also Bottles from 2 qt. to clusive.—To decide the prizes, on the day of northerly and southerly by Samuel Black Lit
New-Orleans, May 1,—Ar. sch. Two half nt.
drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to 42 inclusive, tlefield’s and William Eaton’s land.
Friends, Havana; cleared, brigs Massachu
Also, about ten acres of pasture land bound
will severally be deposited in a wheel, and six
setts, Boston; Arcturus, Leonidas and Flor
drawn out
There will be 20 tickets having ed easterly by James Littlefield’s land—south
ida, Liverpool.
---- on them as a combination, three of the drawn erly by Joshua Gray’s land, westerly by Isaiah
At. Havana, 11th inst. brigs Evelina, Ste
numbers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one Getchell’s land, and northwesterly by the
venson, of Portland, disg.; Floyd, of Boston/ BRANDY, Holland and Am. GIN,
for Antwerp, in 11 days,
of the drawn numbers. That ticket having ròad.
Old WHISKEY,
Also, about ten acres of land, being a part
Ar. at New-Bedford, 17th, sch. Salome, Lisbon and 7
the 1 st, 2d, and 3d drawn numbers, will be en
Kennebunk ; sloop Fame, do.
titled to J510,000 ; that having the 4th, 5th, of the tract of land formerly owned by Nicho
Malaga
At Gibraltar, 7th ult. brig Ontario^, for Ve Cherrv and W.I.RUM,
and 6th, to $5,000. Those tickets having las West, and adjoining land of Simon Little
ra Cruz, next day ; brig Herschel, Perkins, Also, N. E. RUM of a Superior Quality from on them the 1st, 2d, and 4th—1st, 2d, and jth field, Moses Littlefield and Isaiah GetcheH.
do.
Also, five acres of fresh Meadow, common’y
— 1st, 2d, and 6th, each $1,000. Those
the Kennebunk-Port Distillery,
At Ponce, P. R. May 2, brigs Cadmus, Per Cider, Laird’s Porter, Vinegar,
having 1st, 3d, and 4th— rst, 3d, and 5th- called Penny’s Marsh ; bounded on the noi thkins, for Baltimore, in 15 days; Richmond
Lemons and Lemon Syrup,
ist, 3d, and 6th—2d, jd, and 4th—2d, 3d, & east corner by James Littlefield’s land, and on
Packet, Perkins, for Boston, in 3.
Brown and Loaf Sugar, Chocolate, Coffee,
5
th, each $500. That having the 1st, 4th, all other sides by Isaac Littlefield’s land.
Ar. at Cowes, April 14th, Maine, TownMolasses,
Old
and
Young
Hyson,
Souchong,
and
6th, will be $380. Those having the ist,
GÈO. WHEELWRIGHT, J Gu-a,r{if n t0
son, Hampton roads, (Mar. 16) and sailed
1J said Miners»
Hyson Skin and Bohea TEAS,
4th, and 5th—1st, 5th, and 6th—2d, 4th, and
17th for Havre.
Kennebunk-Port,
May 13,1826.
5th—2d, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th, and 5th—3d,
An American brig, unk. was at St. Mi Pepper, Allspice, Cinnamon, Cloves,
Nutmegs, Ginger, Starch, Saleratus,
4th, and 6th—3d; 5th, and 6th—2d,
and
chael’s about 36 days since.
CONDITIONS OF SALE.
6th—2d, 4th and 6th, each $200. The thrrtyThe Philadelphia, Emery, 17 days from Cask and Box Raisins,
One third in one year, One third in two
six tickets having two of the drawn numbers, years, and the remaining third in three years,
St. Martins, ar. at Philadelphia, on 18th, and English and American Soap* Copperas,
Alum, Rotten Stone, Sponge, Camphor,
adv. for Boston.
and those two the 1st, and 2d drawn numbers with annual interest—Good Notes with one
Ar. at Charleston, May 9. sch. Washing Dr. J. P. Whitwell’s celebrated Liquid Opo will each be $100. The thirty-six tickets i or more sufficient sureties wlil be required.
ton, Perkins, Kennebunk.
deldoc, Head Ache Snuff,
having the 5th, and 6th drawn numbers, will
At Havre, 17th ult. brigs Alfred, Soule, of Eye Water, Cough Drops and Stomachic each be $50. Ali others having any two of
Portland, fr. Mobile, and Reindeer, Prince,
Bitters, Lees’and Jarvis’ Pills,
the drawn numbers, will be prizes of $10.
of North Yarmouth, fr. Savannah for Roch Castor Oil, Epsom Salts, Sulpher,
Those having in their combination any one
elle.—[The Com. Preble, Wise, of Kenne Court Plaster, &c.
O be sold at Pub
of the drawn numbers will be prizes of $5.
bunk, and McLellan, Higgins, of Bath, both Also, Pork, Flour, Rice, Fish,
lic Auction on
tdr Charleston, had cl. at Havre, but were Fine Table Salt, Coarse do., Sieves, Buckets, The blanks are those tickets which have not
Saturday the 18th day
either of the drawn numbers. No ticket which
detained for want of water.]
Macaba Snuff, Spanish Sc A merican Cigars, shall have drawn a supeuor prize can be enti
of June next, at the
Fig and Pig tail Tobacco of a good quality,
store of Wm. Gooch,
tled to an inferior one. Prizes subject to a
Spoken—9th inst. lat. 40, 30, Ion. 52, 50,
Powder anti Shot.
deduction of 15 per cent, and payable m 6o in Wells, a lot of Land with the house stand
brig York, from Matanzas, for Amsterdam.
15, brig Hercules, for Bremen, 2 days out. SHOES, in a great Variety of Numbers and days after the drawing in bank bills generally ing thereon, situated on the road leading from
Quality.
7th of May, lat. 38, 45, Ion. 53, 20, brig Paul
current in this state. Prizes not demanded in Weils to Kennebunk, which formerly belong
Jones, of Portland, 22 ds. from New Orleans
one year after the drawing will not be paid. ed to Noah Hasty, deceased. Terms made
for Havre.
This class will be drawn as soon as the sale of known at the time and place of sale.
ALSO—-At the same time and place a quan
tickets will justify it.
Common writing Paper, Letter do.,
tity of household Furniture.
Portland, March 3, 1826.
Ink Powder, Quills, Lead Pencils, Wafers,
NAHUM MORRILL.
Pocket Books, Wallets, Pocket Combs,
Tickets and parts in the above splendid
WILLIAM GOOCH.
E the subscribers having been appointed Slates and Pencils, Gold Breast Pins,
Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may
Wells, May 19, 1826.
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Books, &c. &c.
be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S Book
LOTTERY
TICKETS, in all the authori store. Persons holding small prizes in the
Probate, to receive and examine the claims
of
zed
Lotteries,
m
a
variety
of
num

creditors to the estate of
last class, signed by any vender in Portland,
bers, for sale as usual, on
are invited to call and exchange them.
MARK GOODWIN,
good terms.
JyOrders by mail (post paid) enclosing
ORD & KINGSBURY, have just receiv
late of Lyman, deceased, represented insol
Kennebunk-Port, May 24, 1826.
pash or prize Tickets, will be promptly at
ed a prim^ lot of New Goods, among
vent, do hereby give notice that six months are
tended to, if addressed to
which are a fine assortment of
allowed to said creditors, to bring in and prove
J. & J. DUNN, Portland, or
their claims, and we shall attend that service
J. K. RE MICH, Kennebunk.
at the Inn of Benjamin Dudley, of Lyman, on
which will be sold cheaper than ever. Also,
LL persons indebted to the subscriber fer
Saturday the 2 7th day of May, and on the last
a new lot of
TAXES, are requested to pay the same
Saturday of July and November, from one o’
immediately, as he intends calling on delin
clock till five P. M. on each of said days.
HAKE FOR SALE,
JOHN GRANT, (Commit- \ quents but once more, and will make that call
May 20.
CASKS ,of Thomaston LIME of
in the course often days.
JOHN MURPHY, \sioners.
W*
Wr
a
superior
quality.
Lands of non-residents whose taxes remain
Lyman, May 17,1826.
—ALSO—
unpaid on the 3d of June next, will be adver
tised for sale.
HE subscriber has just received a general
SAMUEL ROSS.
assortment of
at the moderate price of $5 per barrel.
May 27,1826.
OROCCO, Kid, Satin, Prunelle and
Velveteen

T

M£?ïon

Sale at Auction

Public

Y

Hard Ware.

CANJIL LOTTERY.

SCHEME.
of

W. India Goods and

GROCERIES.

Public Auction.

T

MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, on Mon
day evening last, by the Rev. Mr. Cook,
Capt. Jacob Emery, of this town, to Miss
Hannah Cleaves, of the former place.
In Portland, Mr. Ivory Cousens, of Saco, to
Miss Nancy Niles, of that town.
In Boothbay, by Willard Thorp, Esq.
Capt. Jason Fuller to Miss Jane McClintock.
[Worthy of Imitation. The Wiscasset pa
per acknowledges the receipt of an elegant
loaf of wedding cake, accompanying the
above notice.]

OBITUARY.

Stationary.

Commissioners’ Notice.

W

New Goods.

L

Taxes.

American Prints,

A

DIED—In Wells Mrs. Hannah Stevens,
wife of Oliver Stevens, aged 26 years.—Mrs.
Sarah Littlefield, wife of Johnson Lit
tlefield.
In Kennebunk-Port, 11th inst. Mrs.-----Day, aged 86 years.
At New-Orleans, Mr. Joseph Evans, of
Kennebunk, second mate of brig Leonidas ;
he was killed by a spar falling upon him.
In Biddeford, on the 20th inst. Widow
Lydia Day, formerly of Wells, aged 85.
She was a woman of good moral character,
and possessed an amiable temper. For a
number of years past, was a member of the
Baptist church/and has ever given evidence
of het faith in Christ.—Communicated.
Drowned.—In Norridgewock, Mr. Cvrus
Kidder, 36, and Mr. Ellis Toby, 22. They
went into the water for the purpose of bath
ing—whilst thus engaged, Mr. Toby finable
to swim, accidentally stepped into water be
yond his depth, and instantly disappeared
Mr. K. noticing it, immediately dove to
bottom and pushed him to the top of ♦
ter, but having no one to sustain h'
the-second tune. Mr. K. imir
turned ; but in his benevolent
rescue his friend, it is suppo
a blood vessel and strangula
ensued. Attempts were m
them, but in vain.
At Whydah, Feb. 28, C
tress, aged 28, master of
Beverly, a native of Bet
Drowned near Hog-Ii
°n Thursday last, M r.
of York, Me. aged r
Trafton, of the latter 1
ing very fresh, nearb
ter, and when in tin
the sail, a gust of w
swept him overt

GEMMESSEE FLOUR.

Gennessee Flour,

LADIES’

M

SHOES
FOR SALE Rv

‘Hhds. prime third proof St. Croix
by the Hhd. for sale by the

May 26.

^yAF

ORGAN.

Saint Croix Rum.

s. W. India, Windward Isl
et 3d proof- 1 Pipe superior
ork BRANDY. 5 Barrels
5 Chests best Souchong

B. PALMER.

win '

LEN.
3W

T

English and W. India
GOODS,

OR sale by the subscriber, an ORGAN recently purchased at Auction and private
containing two stops—the largest pipes sale in Boston, many of which will be sold for
four feet. Price sixty-three dollars.
Cash unusually low.
JOSHUA FURBISH.
He has also received an assortment of
Wells, May 13, 1826.

F

Bisbees Hoes.
ARRANTED Cast Steel, with rivetted
Eyes, for sale by
I. JEFFERDS.
Kennebunk-Port, May 20.

W

dressing.
o
carry on the
isiness. He
to superin•. well re>ry.~ He
’s Wool,
ts which
d Meinner.
at as
His
ts per
n cents
lour, if

New Goods—Cheap.

A PERSON

Crockery and Glass Ware and
Factory Goods.

Raisins, Corn, Clear Pork, Teas, Wine, Jars of
best English Grapes, Bottles of Supe
rior Lemon Syrup, and many other
articles not mentioned.
Ladies are respectfully invited to examine
his Goods, some of which it is believed the
price cannot fail to please.

B. PALMER.

RAVELLING through the State will at
May 20.
tend to any business entrusted to his
care ; such as the adjustment or collection
of accounts i PURCHASE or SALE OF
LANDS ; examination of records as to the
validity of titles ; recording of deeds in any
qounties of the State and business generally.
Farmers in York County emigrating
East, and wishing correct information of any
HAS JUST RECEIVED,
parcel of land can obtain it. Applications
N extensive assortment of
made previous to loth June, personally or
by letter (free of postage) to ATWOOD,
CRAM, & Cg. Exchange street; WM. B.
SEWALL, Esq. Cumberland Bank Building,
Portland, or to B. PALMER, Esq. P. M.
Kennebunk, will be attended to.
Portland, May 20.
May 20.

T

NEW GOODS

A

Eng. French, Italian,
India Domestick

GOOES.

JWew Store,

TÏÏE WREATH.

Keanebunk-Vort

Saco.

New Books,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Ata Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
within andfor the county oj York, on the
AS just received and offers for iJ
eight!) of May. in the year of our Lordliberal terras a general assort
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
N the petition of Joseph Downs, admin
OFFLLS FOR SALE.
istrator of the estate of Isaac Downs,
LACK, Blue, Olive, and Mixed BROAD
• 
....AMONG WHICH ARE,,..
late of Lyman, in said county, Joiner, deceas
HE Portland Stage Company, have comCLOTHS;
fin
Cuming’s, Morse’s, Worcesters
menced running a STAGE from Ken- ed, representing that the personal estate, of Adam’s Geographies’, with or
Do.
do.
do. and Drab Cassimeres;, __
JL
nebunk-Port, to meet the Portland Stage at said deceased is not sufficient to pay the just Atlasses.—Walker’s, Johnson’s anfipe!,?'
Cassinetts ; White and Striped Drilling ;
debts which he owed at the time of hrs death,
Calicoes; Fig’d and Plain Swiss MUSLIN ; Saco.
. DictionarIES.--Waich’s, Welch’s,Pik’
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays. Wednes by the sum of two-hundred and twenty dol Adam’s Beznut’s Staniford’s, An’eriJ
Common, do. ; Cambricks ;
JAME
v S ' THECHARMS OF MAY. .
lars
;
and
praying
for
a
license
to
sell
and
days, and Fridays, at six A- M. and arrives at
Merino Shawls and Points ;
Colburn’s and Temple’s Arithmetick/'
convey
so
much
of
the
real
estate
of
said
de

Come, smiling May, in Garlands drest.
Saco at half past seven, and at Portland at ten
; oppose
Cassimere and Cotton do.
ceased as may be necessary for the payment of Columbian, Webster’s Cumming’s pjf
And shew thy joy-crown’d verdant crest,
and Picket’s Spelling BooKs.i.MnrraJ«
Black and Fig’d SILKS ;
A. M.
said
debts
and
incidental
charges.
• In all thy sweets be seen :
Leaves Portland, same day, at four P. M.
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkf’s. ;
ORDERED, That the petitioner give no large, do. small, Ingersoll’s, do. abr'^'
Come gayest season of the year,
and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M.
Bandana and Fancy do.;
tice
thereof to the heirs of said deceased and ment, Fisk’s Murray, and Alger’s Muriy In all thy varied hues appear,
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Tuesday, ThursBorage Scarfs, Hdkf’s and Points;
Red, yellow, blue and green.
to
all
persons interested in said estate, by caus Grammars.—School Bibles; Pronoun^’
I day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for
British Ginghams; English, do.;
ing
a
copy of this order to be published in the and common, large and small size 1W
Fancy & Plain RIBBONS ; Irish LINENS Î
: 1 Kennebunk, and will return the same day.
Come, Nature’s harbinger of love,
Kennebunk
Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, ments j Pronouncing and common, I jfyshionabl
I The above line will be furnished with supe
And woo the blackbird, thrush and dove,
Plain and Figr’d CRAPES ;
in
said
County,
three weeks successively, that glish Readers; Pronouncing Introducer
by a
rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda
Italian and Pressed, do. ; Linen Cambrics ;
And every bird that flies :
they may appear at a Probate Court to fiie held American Reader*; Christian Orator,
Come, Summer’s fond and blooming child, Parasols, Umbrellas, Patent Suspenders,
tion of Travellers.
merican Preceptor ; Columbian Ora’e Miss Stop®
at Limerick, in said county, on the second Scott’s Lessons ; Blair’s Rhetorick, vaf^
With all thy pleasures, young and wild,
•
E. PAINE, Agent.
Vestings, Bobinett Laces, Cotton, do.
Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the editions; Whelpley’s Compend, improvj|isaneleg«11;
Bright days and azure skies.
Grandurells,, Buckram, Miliinetts.
FARE.
forenoon, and she w cause, if any they have,
editions; Murray’s Sequel ; English<
From.Kennebunk-Port to Saco,
SO 50
Come, beauteous May I and shew thy face
why the prayer of said petition should not be
er ; Turners Book Keeping ; Matnrai .a» op«lent b!
From Saco to Portland,
0 75
To all the finnv, wat’ry race,
granted.
losophy, Blair’s do.; Grammar of Chemi, 1ij deceasedFirst quality YARNS, from 6 to 15 ;
That swim both here and there :
Books kept at Oliver Walker’s, Kenne
JONAS CLARK, fudge of said Court.
try; Mason on Self Knowledge; MurmJfeato®ndw'
Come, charmes come, and bring with thee -Sheetings, Shirtings, Tickings, Ginghams,
bunk-Port.—J. Cleaves’, Saco, & at Thom
Qopy—Attest,
English Exercises, (Alger’s) common,■
The butterfly and honied bee,
Checks, Satinetts, Wick Yarn ;
as S. Bowles’ Portland.
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r,
Key to do. ; Agricultural Reader; WatJ her
' roses, anc
The rose and lily fair.
May 6.
May 13.
Logic; Gibson’s and Flint’s (improvede<der ier apff
Come, pleasing month, to man and beast,
tion) Surveying; Walker’s Dictionary, pushes. Mt
Chissels, Gouges, Butts, Screws ;
And spread thy rich, luxurious feast
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with Kelly’s Instructor; Childs’ Assistant;'
Table and Desart Knives and Forks ;
Of breathing fragrance round !
in andfor the County of York, on the eighth Cumming’s Questions ; McDowell’s ¡an heiress, aCome, bliss-born May! and.with thee bring Riggers, Butcher, Shoe, Jack ard Pen Knives
of May in the year of our Lord eighteen Lincoln’s scripture do.; N. Y. Prime/
Delight to ev’ry moving thing,
HEREAS NANCY, my wife, has left
beauty, aad
Brass and Iron door Buttons with plates ;
hundred and twenty-six.
Pope’s Essay ; Copy Slips, &c. &c.
In water, air or ground.
Table and Tea Spoons ;
my bed and board without any prov
VORY T. HOVEY, Executor of the last
Together with an extensive assortment^ "aleStMhP
Door, Chest, Pad and Portable Desk Locks;
ocation on my part, and has taken a child with will and testament of Ivory Hovey, late Miscellaneous and Theological Books oH
Some of the
Commode Knobs, Lion Heads, Cloak Pins;
her, I therefore forbid any persons haboring
of South Berwick, in said county, deceased ;most every description.
a.
Axion to°s
Brass
and
Iron
Hat
Hooks
;
Lamps
;
or
trusting
them
on
my
account,
as
I
shall
having
presented
hi&second
account
of
admin

A VING lately received a general assort
totb®^1/0
pay no debts of their contracting after this istration of the estate of said deceased for al
Horn and Tin Lanterns ;
ment of
flyer said sb1
Brass and Wood Faucets ;
date.
DIMOND STEVENS.
lowance.
Gold PAPER ; Morocco do ;
Lan of fash
Floor, Hearth, and Shoe Brushes ; Paint, de.
Kennebunk, May 16,1826.
ORDERED, That the said Ivory T. Hov Fancy coloured do.; Rice do;
ey give notice to all persona interested, by Blue tea, and green, do.;
adapted to the present season, informs his Patent and Common Coffee Mills; Hatchets;
pronounced
causing a copy of this order to be published English Drawing do. (various sizes;)* 1 declared his
friends and the public, that on account of his Hammers, Curry Combs ;
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gilt edged Letter do.; Quarto Post ds.
intention to close his present line of business, Iron Squares,(for framers); Bellows ;
vateerin dis
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Ruled do.
be must and will sell at very low prices until Sad Irons, Shovel and Tongs ;
ERDS
GRASS,
CLOVER
and
RED
however,
wt
Ames
’
Shovels,
Stetson
’
s
Hoes,
Ship
Scrapers.
appear-at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
Lim

October next, when the remainder will be sold
White, brown and black Bonnet Boards.
TOP-For Sale by
erick, in said county, on the second Tuesday’ Indelible Ink; India, do.; common Vf modestly ca
at Public Auction
XVORY JErFERSS. of June next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Among his Goods recently received are
ting do,
Kennebunk-Port, May 13, 1826.
zed at,
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, whyr Black and red Sealing Wax.
Cotton and Linen prilling». Black Circassians, Blue Printed, Enamel’d, and C. C. Plates ;
M heroin
the same should not be allowed.
Wafers and Wafer Boxes ;
Do.
do. Tea Setts ;
Scotch Derrys, Stripe Granderell,
Major Fitz(
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Black lead Crayons ; Elastic Gum.
Diab Mexican Stripes, &c. all suitable for Enamel’d Cups and Saucers ; .
Black lead Pencils, different qualities?,5! buzy scone,
B P. and Enamel’d qt. and pt. Bowls ;
Copy—Attest,
Men’s and Children’s Summer wear.
prices.
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Calicoes of all descriptions ;
C. C- do. ; Pitchers, Mugs, Toy cans ;
man, of ef
HAKER’S WOODEN WARE of vari
Quills from 6 to 50 cts. per bunch.
Canton and Italian CRAPES ;
Halfpt. Mugs, &c.
May 13.
manners, v
ous
kinds
constantly
for
sale
by
the
sub

Reeves’ Water Colors.
Drab and White Imitation Linen Cambric,
______
__________
i around bin
scriber.—Such as
Linen Cambric, English Ginghams,
'KfOTfCE is hereby given to the heirs of Camel’s Hair Pencils.
Woollen and Linen Wheels,
-Lx the estate of Paul Chadbourn, late Ass Skin Memorandums ; common,do. unCOficern*
Bataste for Gowns, &c.
Dry Measures, Tubs, Churns, Noggins,
FJegant Gauze Ribbonds ;
of Waterborough, in the county of York, yeo Sand Boxes ; Peficil Cases; Ink Stands, officer in hi
Pails, Baskets, Selves, Brooms, Brushes,
Also, Belt Ribbonds ;
man deceased, and all others concerned—That Red and black Ink-powder; Pocket Boehl 3 krnthe
Jamaica, St.
) "RTTWT
Boxes, Chaise and Sleigh Whips,
1 ai Burkley Cravats, Pipe Jaconet Hdkfs.
Paul Chadbourn and Nathan Chadbourn, have Wallets; Blank and Playing Cards.
Croix, & N. E. \
Linen Thread, See. &c.
gland. It
Pocket Combs; dress, do.
Silk and Cotton Flag Hdkfs.
presented
to
¡ne
the
subscriber^
Judge
of
the
B. PALMER.
feadAPm.n1ES^B^Gold Breast Pins ; Beads ; Snuff Boxes. large landf
Red and White Mantles, some as low as 4s 96.
Court
of
Probate,
within
and
for
said
county,
April 22,
:h Brushes.
Spun Silk Gloves, for summer wear ;
He did not
an instrument purporting to be the last will Steel Purses ; Tooth
Holland and 1
Russia biapers, Furnitures, Suspenders,
and testament of said Paul Chadbourn deceas Court Plastov; Patterns,
was too wt
~REM0V.IL.
American
5 WiFilLflbW ■
Shaving Brushes and Boxes; dn. Soap, !
Vestings, Camblet and other Buttons,
ed, and that the second Tuesday of Jude next
S. Maderia, Lisbon,T
z-m<
ties which
Sewing Silk and Twist, Cords, Chainetts,
is assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a Superior English Slates ; Toy do. .
Sweet and Dry
wei
Slate
Pencils
;
Black
Sand.
Braids,Laces, Gauzes, Fans,
3A3TIEX,
HATCH, Probate Court then to be held at Limerick in Toy Bibles ; do. Watches ; Marbles. tiemen
Malaga
J
sense, his J
Artificial Flowers, &c. &c
said
county,
when
and
where
they
may
be
CHERRY ; Loaf and Brown SUGARS ;
AS removed to Kelley’s Brick Store, op
Old & Young T
Merchants Account Booh the suaviri
posite the Meeting House, formerly present and shew cause, if any they have,
occupied by Maj. Barnabas Palmer, where why
he the same should not be proved, approv and BLANK BOOKS of various kinds; seemed to
Bed Tickings, at the low price of 20 cts. per
M chong, Bohea C x
ed and allowed as the" last will and testament
has for sale a general assortment of
Ciphering Books . Writing do. Writing®! limle opi
. J;«
yard.
of said deceased.
& Hyson Skin J .
Cotton Yarns, No. 8, at 23 cts. per lb. other Coffee, Pepper, Allspice, Ginger, Nutmegs,
English, W. India and American Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this Letter Paper various in quality and priceby the ream or otherwise.
Major
No’s in proportion.
twenty third day of January, in the year of
Cloves, Cinnamon, Salseratus, Starch, Indigo,
—ALSO—
Fine Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings,
met by at
Copperas, Alum, Box and Cask Raisins,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
. ..r»A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF..,»
Brown, do. Satinetts, See. &c.
on the most favorable terms.
officer wh
JONAS CLARK.
Bar and Cake Soap ;
Also, Morocco, and Denmark Satin SHOES. Sewing and Seine Twine, Common Lines ;
Kennebunk, April aS, 1826.
May 13.
Room Papers and Borders. ! her appre
Grummett, do. Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Oakum,
Some of which are elegant patterns, ari! who in i
Winter and Summer Strained OIL ;
will be sold at reduced prices.
Wheaton's
Itch
Ointment.
ment, dro
Dutch and American Linseed, do.
—LIKEWISE—
gentlema!
37 1-2
Spirits Turpentine ;
A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF
and Souchong j
London White Lead, ground and dry ;
HEATON
’
S
noted
ITCH
OINT

the camh
HE Subscriber has for sale
MENT, which has stood the test
Red Lead, Litherage, Verdigrease,
er—but I
old fashioner’ Bohea TEA
Copal Varnish, Black and Bright, do.
against all other ointment, the price of
ALSO—Souchong and YoungHyMarseUles d }
From the manufactory of Messrs. Ji&M. by the e
Crome Yellow.
which
has
been
reduced
from
50
to
37^
>?on TEA of the best quality.
stranger,
Varney, and warranted of a su
Kennebunk-Port, May 12, 1826.
cents.
B. PALMER.
H->iland and » GJN. S. M. & ) VTIEiSE.,
perior quality
icule wh
...ALSO...
May
6.
American
JMalaga »
Kennebunk, May 6.1826.
placed u
Dr. Davenport's Billiozis Pills.
Loaf and Brown SUG ARS ; Spices ;
pectful t
Fine Salt, Rice, Flour, &c- With his former
For the time these Pills have been offered
stock comprises almost every article that is
A cou
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
wanted.
other
bo
SAB AT, about 4 yean
HE inhabitants of the town of Kenne prietor, which may be fairly considered an
May 13.
_____
AS just received a handsome assortment
civilities
w^t€
3
bunk, and all other persons liable to acknowledgement of their many virtues.
°I
bout 95 tons ; has an entirenev man put
pay taxes in said town, are hereby notified toThey are very justly esteemed for their
bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all rsuit of sails, is new sheathed, ev returnee
ery way in good repair for a voyage; vrould Simper
which he offers for sale on the most reasona town, true and perfect lists of their real, and cases where one is necessary—they are a safe,
personal estate, and income (not exempted and sovereign remedy in all billions fevers, be sold at a very low price. Apply to
of bavin
ble terms for cash. Viz.
SAMUEL CURTIS.
j from taxation) of every description which they pains in the head, stomach and bowels, indi.
Black, Blue and Mixed Broad Cloths ;
gees fre
Wells.
April
20,
1826.
.
were
possessed
of
on
the
first
instant,
at
the
gestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, Worms,
AS just received and now opening an ex- Valencia, Marseilles and Siik Vestings ;
earlcai
Assessors office or at the house of either of and billions cholic—-they are likewise an an
Black Levantine Sinchaws ;
tensive assortment of
suppose
the
Assessors
in
said
town,
within
thirty
days
tidote
against
infectious
diseases,
removing
Black, Plaid, Striped and Green Sarsnetts ;
Lorn date.
obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
AS taken the store formerly occupiedbj! tieman’
Shaded and fig’d Silksr Crape Dresses,
NATH L JEFFERDS,
discharging the morbid matter, helping di
Blade and colr’d Canton and French Crapes,
Wm. Bartlett, near the Apothecary; ference
which he will sell at unusual low prices.
JOSEPH HATCH,
gestion, restoring a Jost appetite—-a sure re
Coloured
Prest
Crapes,
those a'
shop, where he offers for sale
AMONG WHICH ARE
JERE.
LORD.
lief for costive habits. They are so accommo
Leghorn Bonnets and Gypsies, and fashiona Black and colr’d Crape Shawls,
tain it i
' Kennebunk, May 3,1826.
dated
to
all
seasons
and
hours,
that
they
may
•
Gauze
Veils
and
Hdkfs.
ble Fancy Goods of new and elegant
in opp<
N. B. Th@se who do not conform to the be taken in summer or winter, at any time of
’ White Lace for Veils,
patterns, particularly,
was sfi
above notice, must not expect any abatements. the day, without regard to diet or hindrance
Rich Silk Dresses, and Plain and Shaded, Fancy and black Silk Hdkfs.
of business ‘ Their operation is so gentle and
ing loo
Silks, and Fig’d Shaded Silks, a variety of Flag and Bandanna do.Valencia Scarf,
effectual, that by experience they are found Which he will dispose of on very reasonaW
Elegant patterns light and dark English ;and
As I
patterns.
.
to excel any other physic heretofore offer
American PRINTS;
His present stock now comprises a large
ing
inh
terms,
for
cash
or
country
produce.
l
ed to the public.
and good assortment adapted to the season Mourning Calicoes, Muslin Robes,
WANTED, a few tons of RAGS, forwx
REENOUGH & BODWELL v
not sat
The genuine are covered with a check
Batiste
Gingham,
and the calls of the community. He respect
remind those whose accounts h«
ffittere
' design of the Good Samari- a fair price will be given.
fully invites purchasers to call and see for Plain, figr’d and Cambric Muslins,
more than twelve months standings
May 6.
name thereon.
White, Imitation and color’d Cambricks,
whethi
much longer than the usual time of
themselves.
SO,
White and black Cotton Lace, Irish Linen.
of arm
Kennebunk-Port, May 10, 1826.
they are requested to pay them
. Imitation Cambrick Hdkfs.
^dice Bitters,
short.July next.
Ladies black and white, Kid and Silk Gloves,
■£ Water.
quisitr
ND a fair price ys^l be paid by thes^
Gentlemen’s black Horse Skin do.
ept in Kenthougl
A variety Cords, Gimps, Braids,
scriber for one utmdred busbeiS
FHNHE members of the Congregational par11 s by N.
Galloons and Ribbonds, Russian Diaper,
country CORN. A general assortmen. jthe ex
JL ish in Kennebunk, are hereby notified Brown and Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings, York ss. At a court of
Tufts—by
GOODS for sale as usual, for which
two so
to bring in to the subscribers, Assessors of said
and
Tickings, Ginghams, Checks and Stripes,
kinds of country Produce will be
York
in
saidCounty,
o*
am it
parish, on or before the first day of June next,
*rom payment.
B. PALMER1826.
fists of their polls and estates rateable in said Striped Jean, Warp Yarn ;
would
Ladies Morocco, Kid and Satin Shoes,
RDERED,
th?
■
N.
B.
—
B.
P.
again
reminds
those
w
parish, which they were possessed of on the
“char
Straw Bonnets,
day of July r
•’e him that their dues must be paid.
first instant; in order that the Taxes may be
Children’s open "Work, do.&c. &c.
might
for tbis county be
-Mil 22.
J
proportioned equitably and agreeably to Law.
—LIKEWISE—
ces and times,
Mis
Those who do not handin their lists will be
At Alfred.
doomed by the Assessors, and will not be en A good assortment of
attenc
At Kennebu
titled to any abatements, whether over taxed
low ill
ary, and
or not.
hour
:
York, e
>
DANIEL SEWALL,
were
Kenneb
JOSEPH THOMAS,
At Lin
joy tl
ENOCH HARDY,
S just received a large J
At Ber
ply of the above menti D® : early
Kennebunk, May 11,1826.
Among which are Common and Green SPEC At K
which he will sell a
ciden
July
TACLES.
ces for Cash or credit*
the i
Aug
Also, a quantity of
there
Septe
byPaM
day i.
SiRVP,A ' had
•
'J
1
ORD & KINGSBURY have for sale.a
third I
Wells, May 11, 1826.
large assortment of American Calicoes
'•anted pure; at a loi• I had.;
first T
some verjr handsome patterns
ing tl
on thA good assortment
—ALSO—

FRO.NT STREET.

H

O

B

SCHOOL books;

fOb XViI

Factory Goods.

Hard Ware.

Notice.

W

fmwis

I

mbsb,

Staticnary.

Î

Grass Seed.

Crockery.

,

H

Shaker’s Ware.

W. India Goods and
Groceries.

S

B

( Wll^ESa

American Goods.

■ ifa

fTEAS.

Xi.

H

Groceries.

W

T

Spring Goods

New Goods

H

H

Seasonable Goods,

Ladies’ Morocco Shoe

Assessors’ Notice.

For Sale.

T

New Goods,

H

EngVish, America^
West India

NOTICE.

G

CASH

Assessors Notice.

PROBATE

A

O

dnes, Paints,

Groceries.
Crockery and Hard
Ware,-

American Calicoes.

L

A quantity of COTTON CARDS.
April 20.

Flour, and Pork.

of Justice
Blanks for sale at thisOffice.

May 6

r exha
quail

